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RECEIVING  
AREAS 

 Inspect all incoming shipments for signs of pest activity or live 
pests. Pests are often introduced to an establishment through infested 
shipments, including food, linens, paper goods, and more. Signs of 
activity include small holes in packaging, gnaw holes from rodents, or 
the presence of live insects.

 Practice First In, First Out Rotation (FIFO). Foods stored for long 
periods of time can become rotten, attract pests and serve as a food 
source for pests such as cockroaches. Non-food items can provide 
undisturbed harborage.     

 Inspect and clean under dock plates regularly. Debris under dock plates 
can attract pests and the undisturbed, dark area is ideal for pest breeding 
and rodent harborage. Ensuring dock plate brushes are in good condition 
will minimize debris collection and exclude rodents and insects.

 Keep cardboard to a minimum. This eliminates the likelihood that any 
pests introduced with a shipment will have an opportunity to establish 
themselves. In addition, cardboard is a harborage for pests. 

 Remove empty pallets immediately. Left undisturbed, these can make 
a great harborage and breeding area for pests. Do not store pallets 
outside exposed to the elements or up against the building.

 Keep outdoor dumpsters clean. Dumpsters kept in close proximity to 
receiving areas attract pests and increase the risk of pests getting inside.

 Keep doors closed at all times to keep insects, rodents, and birds out.

 To discourage fly activity, use air curtains on doors that open 
frequently or must remain open.  

 Install door sweeps and astragals on all doors in receiving. Insect and 
rodent pests use gaps under doors to gain access to a facility. Inspect 
sweeps regularly to ensure they are in good condition. Replace as 
needed. 

 Review exterior lighting. Exterior lights can attract pests. Use sodium 
vapor lights closest to a building and mercury vapor in removed areas. 
Sodium vapor is less attractive, while mercury vapor can draw insects 
away from the building.
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